
Imaging Instructions
Get the best optomap® image for your patient

STEP 1 – SET UP

Always begin by switching on your PC.

Key passwords:
• PC User name: Admin
• PC Password: optomap

Your Daytona device can be switched on as long as 
the PC is on. The Vantage review software can be 
opened when needed or opened after the device is 
turned on.

Daytona login:
• Username: Training User
• Password: optomap

Between patients – best practice

Always replace the dust cap on the hole in the face 
pad (the aperture) when not in use. This minimises 
dust.

Always use an alcohol wipe when cleaning around 
eye hole and hand rests.

STEP 2 – PREPARE TO IMAGE

It is preferable that imaging is performed in a dimly 
lit room. However images can be captured in any 
illumination.

The quality of your optomap images will increase if 
the patient feels RELAXED. If they appear nervous, 
reassure them that the device is completely safe to 
use.

Key points to communicate – only if you feel the 
patient needs reassurance:

• It’s non-invasive and painless, the scan takes less 
than a second

• optomap imaging is world leading digital 
technology that uses eye-safe scanning laser light. 
In fact, it is safe to image babies

Next, enter the patient’s details into the Optos 
tablet – name, gender, date of birth, and assign 
patient record number. You will not be able to 
progress unless all fields have been completed.

Click ‘Capture’ at the top right of the tablet screen.

Auto capture set to ‘ON’.

Correct positioning

The patient should be sitting straight ahead with 
knees facing the device. Have the patient move 
close to the instrument; their chair should be tucked 
right in.

Hold the sides of the system with both hands 
and find a comfortable position (this is REALLY 
IMPORTANT).

The hole in the face pad must be in line with the 
bottom of the nose.

Turn face slightly and put one eye up to the hole – 
approximately 45o (MINIMAL GAPS between 
patient’s face and faceplate). The patient should 
be positioned as if they were looking through a key 
hole of a door, see image below.



STEP 3 – CAPTURE IMAGE

While the Daytona prepares to capture the image, 
present the instruction video (can skip to end slide 
to show blue / red / green) or show the laminate 
with the targets.

When ‘looking through the key hole’, the BLUE 
target should be centered in their field of view. 
When you can see this on the tablet, ask them to 
hold BOTH eyes really wide and move gently further 
forward until the target turns GREEN.

Slow, small movements are needed to find the 
green target (this is REALLY IMPORTANT).

 

Once in the correct position the patient will see a 
bright green sweep of light as the device automati-
cally captures the image. Repeat for other eye.

Tablet view, green = good to go!

Note:
• Don’t forget handles
• Hold still
• Keep both eyes open

Additional tips to get the best image

• Use little finger to hold top lid open when taking 
image.

• Ask them to blink and eyes wide open just before 
you take an image.

• Slow gentle movements are key.
• If pupils are small – cover one eye with either your 

hand, or using their own hand.

Take control

E.g. with first time users, young children, the elderly 
or frail or those with small lids:

• Ask the patient’s permission to help guide them 
with your hands (no one will say no)

• Place two fingers on the base of the chin and your 
other thumb and forefinger around the base of 
the skull

• Gently manoeuvre them into place
• Initially hold on the blue target
• When they are ready, guide them gently forward. 

Hold gently on the back of the head to keep in 
position

• Both eyes open wide on Blue so you are ready for 
moving forward onto green

• Capture image

Also you can move patient up or down to get a 
better image and better position of the pupil.

Minimising lids and lashes

In some patients, images may be obscured by the 
patient’s lids and lashes. You should follow your 
practice procedures to minimise lids and lashes in 
images. In some cases the amount of lid and lash 
can be minimised by gently lifting the patient’s 
eyebrow.

• Again, ask for the patient’s permission.
• With clean hands, place your thumb below the 

patient’s eye and your forefinger on the brow line.
• Gently open the eye a little further. Just lifting the 

upper lid may pull the lower lid further into the 
image.

KEY CONTACTS

• Call Toll-free (US & Canada): 1-800-854-3039
• Outside of the US: +1 508 787 1400
• General inquiries: support@optos.com
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BLUE =  
too far out.

GREEN =  
correct position. 

RED =  
too close


